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(54) GOLF CLUB HEAD AND GOLF CLUB

(57) A golf club head includes a main body (10) and
a weight (30) attached to and detached from the main
body. The main body includes a face (1) having a ball
striking face (1A), and a sole (3) connected to the face
and having a sole surface (3A) brought into contact with
the ground when striking a ball. The sole has formed
thereon a first guide track (7) recessed with respect to
the sole surface and having a longitudinal direction and
a lateral direction in a plan view. The weight is fixed inside
the first guide track. The first guide track includes an at-
tachment/detachment region (17) in which the weight is

moved in a depthwise direction with respect to the sole
surface and attached/detached, and a first fixing region
(15) and a second fixing region (16) in which the weight
is moved in the longitudinal direction and fixed. The first
fixing region and the second fixing region are disposed
to be contiguous to the attachment/detachment region in
the longitudinal direction and sandwich the attach-
ment/detachment region. The first fixing region has one
end of the first guide track in the longitudinal direction.
The second fixing region has the other end of the first
guide track in the longitudinal direction.
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Description

[0001] This nonprovisional application is based on
Japanese Patent Application No. 2019-118739 filed on
June 26, 2019 with the Japan Patent Office, the entire
contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a golf club head
and a golf club.

Description of the Background Art

[0003] Currently, there has been proposed a golf club
head adjustable by a user to have his/her desired char-
acteristics. For example, Japanese Patent Laying-Open
No. 2015-205173 proposes a golf club head capable of
adjusting its center of gravity by adjusting whether a
weight is present/absent in three tracks provided on the
sole of the golf club head and where the weight is posi-
tioned when it is present. In the golf club head, the tracks
have an open end in a direction in which the tracks extend
to allow the weight to be attached to and detached from
the tracks.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] A golf club head has its center of gravity adjust-
ed in a range, which is maximized in a configuration in
which a weight can be fixed at opposite ends of a track
in a direction in which the track extends.
[0005] In the above golf club head, however, the track
has an open end in the direction in which the track ex-
tends, and a weight cannot be fixed at that end. Accord-
ingly, in the above golf club head, a position at which the
weight is fixed can only be changed in the direction in
which the track extends along a length shorter than an
entire length of the track in the direction in which the track
extends. As a result, the golf club head has its center of
gravity adjusted in a range which is narrower than that
when a weight can be fixed at the opposite ends of the
track in the direction in which the track extends.
[0006] A main object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a golf club head having a center of gravity adjusted
in a wider range than a conventional golf club head, and
a golf club including the same.
[0007] A golf club head according to the present inven-
tion includes a main body and at least one weight at-
tached to and detached from the main body. The main
body includes a face having a ball striking face, and a
sole connected to the face and having a sole surface
brought into contact with the ground when striking a ball.
The sole has formed thereon at least one guide track
recessed with respect to the sole surface and having a
longitudinal direction and a lateral direction in a plan view.

At least one weight is fixed inside the at least one guide
track. The at least one guide track includes an attach-
ment/detachment region in which the at least one weight
is moved in a depthwise direction with respect to the sole
surface and attached/detached, and first and second fix-
ing regions in which the at least one weight is moved in
the longitudinal direction and fixed. The first and second
fixing regions are disposed to be continuous to the at-
tachment/detachment region in the longitudinal direction
and also sandwich the attachment/detachment region.
The first fixing region has one end of the at least one
guide track in the longitudinal direction. The second fixing
region has the other end of the at least one guide track
in the longitudinal direction.
[0008] The foregoing and other objects, features, as-
pects and advantages of the present invention will be-
come more apparent from the following detailed descrip-
tion of the present invention when taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

Fig. 1 is a front view of a golf club head according to
an embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a plan view seen along an arrow II indicated
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a side view seen along an arrow III indicated
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a bottom view seen along an arrow IV indi-
cated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 5 is a cross section as seen along an arrow V-
V indicated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 6 is a cross section as seen along an arrow VI-
VI indicated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 7 is a cross section as seen along an arrow VII-
VII indicated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 8 is a cross section as seen along an arrow VIII-
VIII indicated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 9 is a bottom view seen along an arrow IX indi-
cated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 10 is a perspective view of a golf club according
to an embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0010] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described with reference to the drawings.
In the figures, identical or corresponding components will
be identically denoted and will not be described repeat-
edly.
[0011] A configuration of a golf club head 100 accord-
ing to the present embodiment will be described with ref-
erence to Figs. 1 to 9. Golf club head 100 shown in Figs.
1 to 9 is configured as a wood type golf club head as an
example of the present embodiment. Figs. 1 and 3 show
golf club head 100 placed on a horizontal plane so as to
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form loft and lie angles as predetermined (hereinafter
also referred to as "the placed state").
[0012] As shown in Figs. 1 to 4, golf club head 100
mainly includes a main body 10, a hosel 20, and a plurality
of weights 30.
[0013] Main body 10 includes a face 1, a crown 2, a
sole 3, a heel 4, a toe 5, and a back 6. Hosel 20 is con-
figured integrally with main body 10. A club shaft 110 is
connected to hosel 20 in a golf club 200 described here-
inafter. The plurality of weights 30 are each configured
to be discrete from main body 10 and attached to and
detached from main body 10. Main body 10 and hosel
20 are formed for example of stainless steel. Each weight
30 is formed for example of stainless steel, titanium, or
tungsten. The plurality of weights 30 are equivalently con-
figured for example.
[0014] Face 1 has a ball striking face 1A. Face 1 has
a sweet spot on ball striking face 1A. A sweet area is
formed around the sweet spot on ball striking face 1A of
face 1. A plurality of score lines (not shown) may be
formed on ball striking face 1A.
[0015] Crown 2 is a portion that constitutes an upper
portion of golf club head 100. Crown 2 is contiguous to
face 1. Sole 3 is a portion that constitutes a bottom portion
of golf club head 100. Sole 3 has a sole surface 3A that
is brought into contact with the ground when striking a
ball. Sole surface 3A is a curved surface. Sole 3 is con-
tiguous to face 1. Heel 4 is a portion extending from a
lower end of hosel 20 to sole 3. Heel 4 is contiguous to
face 1. Toe 5 is a portion that interconnects crown 2 and
sole 3 on a side away from hosel 20. Toe 5 is contiguous
to face 1. A direction in which heel 4 and toe 5 are con-
nected is a toe-heel direction. Back 6 faces away from
ball striking face 1A and is located at a position farthest
from ball striking face 1A in a direction perpendicular to
ball striking face 1A.
[0016] As shown in Fig. 3, back 6 is a portion at which
crown 2 and sole 3 located at a position farthest from ball
striking face 1A in the direction perpendicular to ball strik-
ing face 1A are smoothly interconnected. In the placed
state indicated above, a height h2 of back 6 with respect
to the horizontal plane is smaller than half a maximum
height h1 of golf club head 100 with respect to the hori-
zontal plane. From a different point of view, golf club head
100 is a golf club head having a so-called shallow back
shape.
[0017] As shown in Figs. 4 to 9, sole 3 has a first guide
track 7 formed thereon. First guide track 7 is recessed
with respect to sole surface 3A of sole 3. First guide track
7 has a longitudinal direction and a lateral direction in a
plan view. The longitudinal direction of first guide track 7
is along a direction intersecting with ball striking face 1A.
Weight 30 is accommodated in and attached to and de-
tached from first guide track 7. Note that weight 30 is not
shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
[0018] As shown in Figs. 4 to 8, first guide track 7 in-
cludes a first inner peripheral surface 71, a second inner
peripheral surface 72, a third inner peripheral surface 73

and a fourth inner peripheral surface 74, and a bottom
surface 75. First inner peripheral surface 71 and second
inner peripheral surface 72 extend in the longitudinal di-
rection and face each other in the lateral direction. First
inner peripheral surface 71 is located closer to toe 5 than
second inner peripheral surface 72 is. Third inner periph-
eral surface 73 and fourth inner peripheral surface 74
extend in the lateral direction and face each other in the
longitudinal direction. Third inner peripheral surface 73
is located closer to face 1 than fourth inner peripheral
surface 74 is.
[0019] As shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 7, first guide track 7
further has a first protrusion 11, a second protrusion 12,
a third protrusion 13, and a fourth protrusion 14. First
protrusion 11 and second protrusion 12 are connected
to first inner peripheral surface 71 and protrude with re-
spect to first inner peripheral surface 71. Third protrusion
13 and fourth protrusion 14 are connected to second in-
ner peripheral surface 72 and protrude with respect to
second inner peripheral surface 72. First protrusion 11,
second protrusion 12, third protrusion 13, and fourth pro-
trusion 14 extend in the longitudinal direction. First and
second protrusions 11 and 12 and third and fourth pro-
trusions 13 and 14 are for example symmetrical with re-
spect to an imaginary line connecting a center between
first inner peripheral surface 71 and second inner periph-
eral surface 72.
[0020] As shown in Figs. 4 and 8, second protrusion
12 is spaced from first protrusion 11 in the longitudinal
direction. First protrusion 11 and second protrusion 12
are formed to extend in the same straight line. Fourth
protrusion 14 is spaced from third protrusion 13 in the
longitudinal direction. Third protrusion 13 and fourth pro-
trusion 14 are formed to extend in the same straight line.
[0021] As shown in Figs. 4 and 8, first protrusion 11 in
the longitudinal direction has an end connected to third
inner peripheral surface 73. First protrusion 11 in the lon-
gitudinal direction has the other end spaced from one
end of second protrusion 12 in the longitudinal direction.
Second protrusion 12 in the longitudinal direction has the
other end connected to fourth inner peripheral surface 74.
[0022] Third protrusion 13 in the longitudinal direction
has one end connected to third inner peripheral surface
73. Third protrusion 13 in the longitudinal direction has
the other end spaced from one end of fourth protrusion
14 in the longitudinal direction. Fourth protrusion 14 in
the longitudinal direction has the other end connected to
fourth inner peripheral surface 74.
[0023] As shown in Figs. 4 to 7, First guide track 7 in
the longitudinal direction may have a length L1 (see Fig.
4), that is, a length between third inner peripheral surface
73 and fourth inner peripheral surface 74, larger than a
length L2 of first guide track 7 in the lateral direction (see
Figs. 5 to 7), that is, a length between first inner peripheral
surface 71 and second inner peripheral surface 72.
[0024] As shown in Fig. 4 the length L1 is equal to a
sum of a length L3 of first protrusion 11 in the longitudinal
direction, a length L4 of second protrusion 12 in the lon-
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gitudinal direction, and a distance L5 in the longitudinal
direction between first protrusion 11 and second protru-
sion 12.
[0025] The length L3 of first protrusion 11 is equal to
a length of third protrusion 13 in the longitudinal direction.
The length L4 of second protrusion 12 is equal to a length
of fourth protrusion 14 in the longitudinal direction. The
length L3 of first protrusion 11 is equal to the length L4
of second protrusion 12. The length of third protrusion
13 in the longitudinal direction is equal to the length of
fourth protrusion 14 in the longitudinal direction.
[0026] As shown in Figs. 4 and 7, the distance L5 in
the longitudinal direction between first protrusion 11 and
second protrusion 12 is smaller than the length L3 of first
protrusion 11 and the length 4 of second protrusion 12.
The length L1 is equal to three times the distance L5 or
larger. The distance L5 is equal to a distance in the lon-
gitudinal direction between third protrusion 13 and fourth
protrusion 14.
[0027] As shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 7, a distance L7 in
the lateral direction between first protrusion 11 and third
protrusion 13 is smaller than the length L2. A distance in
the lateral direction between second protrusion 12 and
fourth protrusion 14 is smaller than the length L2. The
distance L7 in the lateral direction between first protru-
sion 11 and third protrusion 13 is equal to the distance
in the lateral direction between second protrusion 12 and
fourth protrusion 14, for example. The distance L7 is fixed
in the longitudinal direction.
[0028] As shown in Figs. 5 to 7, a depth of bottom sur-
face 75 with respect to sole surface 3A on the side of first
inner peripheral surface 71 is deeper than a depth of
bottom surface 75 with respect to sole surface 3A on the
side of second inner peripheral surface 72, for example.
[0029] As shown in Fig. 8, a depth h3 of bottom surface
75 with respect to sole surface 3A on the side of third
inner peripheral surface 73 is shallower than a depth h4
of bottom surface 75 with respect to sole surface 3A on
the side of fourth inner peripheral surface 74. The depth
h3 is equal to a sum of a distance h5 between first pro-
trusion 11 and bottom surface 75, a width W3 of first
protrusion 11, and a distance h6 between first protrusion
11 and sole surface 3A in a depthwise direction with re-
spect to sole surface 3A. The depth h4 is equal to a sum
of a distance h7 between second protrusion 12 and bot-
tom surface 75, a width of second protrusion 12, and a
distance h8 between second protrusion 12 and sole sur-
face 3A in the depthwise direction with respect to sole
surface 3A.
[0030] As shown in Fig. 8, the distance h5 between
first protrusion 11 and bottom surface 75 is equal to the
distance h7 between second protrusion 12 and bottom
surface 75. The distance h5 and the distance h7 are fixed
in the longitudinal direction.
[0031] As shown in Fig. 5, first protrusion 11 has thick-
ness W3 equal to that of third protrusion 13. As shown
in Fig. 7, second protrusion 12 has thickness W3 equal
to that of fourth protrusion 14. As shown in Fig. 8, first

protrusion 11 has thickness W3 equal to that of second
protrusion 12.
[0032] As shown in Fig. 8, the distance h6 in the dep-
thwise direction between first protrusion 11 and sole sur-
face 3A is smaller the distance h8 in the depthwise di-
rection between second protrusion 12 and sole surface
3A.
[0033] The length L1 is larger than a first width W1 of
weight 30 in the longitudinal direction (see Fig. 4). The
length L3, the length L4, and the distance L5 are each
larger than or equal to the first width W1 of weight 30 in
the longitudinal direction (see Fig. 4). That is, the length
L1 equal to three times the first width W1 of weight 30 or
larger. The length L1 is, for example, equal to or larger
than a half of a width L6 of main body 10 on an imaginary
line connecting a center between first inner peripheral
surface 71 and second inner peripheral surface 72 (see
Fig. 4), that is, a half of a distance between one end of
sole 3 and the other end of sole 3 on that imaginary line
segment. Preferably, the length L1 is larger than half the
width L6. The length L2 is equal to or larger than a second
width W2 of weight 30 in the lateral direction (see Fig.
7). The distance L7 is smaller than the second width W2
of weight 30.
[0034] From a different point of view, first guide track
7 includes a first fixing region 15, a second fixing region
16, and an attachment/detachment region 17. First fixing
region 15 has first protrusion 11 and third protrusion 13.
Second fixing region 16 has second protrusion 12 and
fourth protrusion 14. Attachment/detachment region 17
is a region located between first fixing region 15 and sec-
ond fixing region 16 in the longitudinal direction. That is,
first fixing region 15 and second fixing region 16 are con-
tiguous to attachment/detachment region 17 in the lon-
gitudinal direction and also sandwich attachment/detach-
ment region 17 in the longitudinal direction. Attach-
ment/detachment region 17 in the lateral direction has a
distance equal to or larger than the second width W2 of
weight 30. First fixing region 15 and second fixing region
16 are regions in which weight 30 is moved in the longi-
tudinal direction and fixed. First fixing region 15 and sec-
ond fixing region 16 restrict movement of weight 30 in
the depthwise direction. Attachment/detachment region
17 is a region in which weight 30 is moved in the depth-
wise direction and attached and detached.
[0035] When weight 30 is attached in first guide track
7, weight 30 has a first outer peripheral surface 30A fac-
ing first inner peripheral surface 71, a first recess 30B
recessed with respect first outer peripheral surface 30A
and extending in the longitudinal direction, a second out-
er peripheral surface 30C facing second inner peripheral
surface 72, and a second recess 30D recessed with re-
spect to second outer peripheral surface 30C and ex-
tending in the longitudinal direction.
[0036] As shown in Fig. 7, weight 30 includes an upper
portion 31, a bottom portion 32, and a screw 33. Upper
portion 31 and bottom portion 32 are stacked in layers in
the depthwise direction with respect to sole surface 3A
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with first and third protrusions 11 and 13 or second and
fourth protrusions 12 and 14 posed therebetween. A
through hole is formed through upper portion 31 and bot-
tom portion 32. Screw 33 is inserted into and fixed to the
through hole to fix upper portion 31 and bottom portion
32 that are stacked in layers to first guide track 7.
[0037] Specifically, screw 33 includes a head 33a and
a screw shaft 33b. Head 33a is larger in diameter than
screw shaft 33b. In the above stacked state, screw shaft
33b extends in the depthwise direction with respect to
sole surface 3A. Screw shaft 33b is externally threaded.
[0038] Upper portion 31 has formed therein a first
through hole that accommodates head 33a and a second
through hole that is connected to the first through hole
and receives a portion of screw shaft 33b. Upper portion
31 has a first portion 31a and a second portion 31b
aligned in a direction in which the first and second through
holes extend. First portion 31a and second portion 31b
are integrally formed. As shown in Fig. 7, in a third direc-
tion intersecting with the direction in which the first and
second through holes extend, upper portion 31 has first
portion 3 1a with width W2 larger than a width W4 of
second portion 31b of upper portion 31.
[0039] Bottom portion 32 has a third through hole
formed therein to receive another portion of screw shaft
33b. The third through hole formed in bottom portion 32
is internally threaded to be engagable with screw shaft
33b that is externally threaded. A width of bottom portion
32 in the third direction is larger than the width W4 of
second portion 31b of upper portion 31. An outer periph-
eral surface of first portion 31a of upper portion 31 and
that of bottom portion 32 that are directed in the third
direction constitute the first outer peripheral surface 30A
of weight 30. An outer peripheral surface of second por-
tion 31b of upper portion 31 that is directed in the third
direction constitutes a bottom surface of first recess 30B
of weight 30.
[0040] As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, a thickness T1 of
first portion 31a of upper portion 31 in the direction in
which the first and second through holes extend is smaller
than or equal to the distance h6 between first protrusion
11 and sole surface 3A. A thickness T2 of bottom portion
32 in the direction in which the first and second through
holes extend is equal to or smaller than the distance h5
between first protrusion 11 and bottom surface 75. That
is, weight 30 has its entirety accommodated inside first
guide track 7 regardless of where weight 30 is fixed inside
first guide track 7.
[0041] In a fourth direction that intersects with the di-
rection in which the first and second through holes extend
and also intersects with the third direction, first portion
31a of upper portion 31 and bottom portion 32 are equal
in width to second portion 31b of upper portion 31 for
example.
[0042] When weight 30 is accommodated in and fixed
to first guide track 7 of main body 10, the third direction
extends in the lateral direction of first guide track 7 of golf
club head 100, and the fourth direction extends in the

longitudinal direction of first guide track 7 of golf club
head 100. That is, the width of first portion 31a of upper
portion 31 and bottom portion 32 in the fourth direction
is the first width W1 of weight 30. The width of first portion
31a of upper portion 31 and bottom portion 32 in the third
direction is the second width W2 of weight 30.
[0043] The width W4 of second portion 31b of upper
portion 31 is smaller than the distance L7 in the lateral
direction between first protrusion 11 and third protrusion
13 and a distance in the lateral direction between second
protrusion 12 and fourth protrusion 14. A distance T3
between upper portion 31 and bottom portion 32 in the
direction in which the first and second through holes ex-
tend varies with how much screw 33 is tightened. When
screw 33 is loosened, the distance T3 between upper
portion 31 and bottom portion 32 is increased to be larger
than the width W3 of first protrusion 11, second protrusion
12, third protrusion 13, and fourth protrusion 14 in the
depthwise direction. While in this state weight 30 is re-
stricted in movement in the depthwise direction, it can
move in the longitudinal direction with respect to first
guide track 7. When screw 33 is tightened, the distance
T3 between upper portion 31 and bottom portion 32 is
equal to or smaller than the width W3. In this state, weight
30 is fixed to first guide track 7.
[0044] When fixing weight 30 in first guide track 7, in-
itially, weight 30 is prepared with upper portion 31 and
bottom portion 32 connected together by screw 33. In
weight 30, screw 33 is loosened with respect to bottom
portion 32. The distance between upper portion 31 and
bottom portion 32 in weight 30 is larger than the width of
first and third protrusions 11 and 13 in the depthwise
direction or the width between second protrusion 12 and
fourth protrusion 14 in the depthwise direction. Subse-
quently, weight 30 is accommodated in attachment/de-
tachment region 17 of first guide track 7. Subsequently,
weight 30 is moved from attachment/detachment region
17 in the longitudinal direction and positioned in first guide
track 7 at either first fixing region 15 or second fixing
region 16. Specifically, upper portion 31 and bottom por-
tion 32 are disposed at a position to face each other with
first and third protrusions 11 and 13 or second and fourth
protrusions 12 and 14 interposed, and screw 33 is tight-
ened. As a result, upper portion 31 and bottom portion
32 are brought into contact with first and third protrusions
11 and 13 or second and fourth protrusions 12 and 14 at
the same time, and weight 30 is thus fixed to first guide
track 7.
[0045] When weight 30 is moved again with respect to
first guide track 7, screw 33 is loosened. Accordingly, the
distance between upper portion 31 and bottom portion
32 in a direction in which screw shaft 33b of screw 33
extends is increased to be larger than the width of first
and third protrusions 11 and 13 in the depthwise direction
or that of second and fourth protrusions 12 and 14 in the
depthwise direction, and weight 30 can move in the lon-
gitudinal direction with respect to first guide track 7. When
weight 30 is moved from first fixing region 15 or second
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fixing region 16 to attachment/detachment region 17,
weight 30 can move in the depthwise direction and can
be removed from first guide track 7.
[0046] In this way, weight 30 can be attached to and
detached from first guide track 7 while upper portion 31
and bottom portion 32 are connected together by screw
33.
[0047] As shown in Figs. 4 to 9, golf club head 100 has
sole 3 with first guide track 7, and in addition, a second
guide track 8, a first track 9, and a second track 21 formed
thereon. First guide track 7, second guide track 8, first
track 9, and second track 21 are spaced from one anoth-
er.
[0048] Second guide track 8 is recessed with respect
to sole surface 3A of sole 3. Second guide track 8 has a
longitudinal direction and a lateral direction in a plan view.
The longitudinal direction of second guide track 8 extends
in a direction that intersects with the longitudinal direction
of first guide track 7 and also intersects with ball striking
face 1A. Second guide track 8 is spaced from first guide
track 7 in the toe-heel direction. Second guide track 8 is
located closer to heel 4 than first guide track 7 is. A dis-
tance between first guide track 7 and second guide track
8 in the toe-heel direction gradually decreases as the
tracks are farther away from ball striking face 1A in the
direction intersecting with ball striking face 1A.
[0049] Note that Fig. 4 is a bottom view as seen along
the arrow V shown in Fig. 1 and is a bottom view as seen
in a direction perpendicular to bottom surface 75 of first
guide track 7. Fig. 9 is a bottom view as seen along the
arrow X shown in Fig. 1 and is a bottom view as seen in
a direction perpendicular to a partial region 3A1 of sole
surface 3A that is in contact with the horizontal plane in
the above-defined placed state. As shown in Fig. 9, first
guide track 7 and second guide track 8 are formed to
sandwich partial region 3A1 of sole surface 3A that is in
contact with the horizontal plane in the placed state. First
guide track 7 and second guide track 8 are formed gen-
erally symmetrically with respect to an imaginary line VL
which is orthogonal to ball striking face 1A and also pass-
es through a sweet spot in a bottom view, for example.
Weight 30 is accommodated in and attached to and de-
tached from second guide track 8.
[0050] First track 9 is located between an end of sole
3 closer to ball striking face 1A and first guide track 7.
First track 9 extends in the toe-heel direction. First track
9 has a fifth inner peripheral surface 91 directed toward
ball striking face 1A and a sixth inner peripheral surface
92 facing fifth inner peripheral surface 91 and directed
toward back 6.
[0051] Second track 21 is located between the end of
sole 3 closer to ball striking face 1A and second guide
track 8. Second track 21 is disposed so as to overlap
hosel 20 in the depthwise direction. Second track 21 is
spaced from first track 9 in the toe-heel direction.
[0052] A region in first track 9 on fifth inner peripheral
surface 91 that is opposite to first guide track 7 in the
longitudinal direction projects in the longitudinal direction

toward face 1 as compared with another region adjacent
to the opposite region in the toe-heel direction. In other
words, golf club head 100 further includes a projection
40 that is accommodated inside first track 9 and disposed
in a region opposite to first guide track 7 in the longitudinal
direction of first guide track 7. Projection 40 is connected
to fifth inner peripheral surface 91 of first track 9 and is
spaced from sixth inner peripheral surface 92 of first track
9. Projection 40 is formed integrally with main body 10,
for example. Projection 40 is formed for example of stain-
less steel.
Projection 40 may be configured to be discrete from main
body 10.
[0053] As shown in Fig. 10, a golf club 200 includes
golf club head 100, club shaft 110, and a grip 120. Club
shaft 110 has one end attached to hosel 20 of golf club
head 100. Club shaft 110 has the other end with grip 120
attached thereto.

<Function and Effect>

[0054] Golf club head 100 has sole 3 having first guide
track 7 recessed with respect to sole surface 3A. First
guide track 7 includes first inner peripheral surface 71
and second inner peripheral surface 72 that extend in
the longitudinal direction and face each other in the lateral
direction, third inner peripheral surface 73 and fourth in-
ner peripheral surface 74 that extend in the lateral direc-
tion and face each other in the longitudinal direction, and
first protrusion 11 and second protrusion 12 that protrude
with respect to first inner peripheral surface 71 and ex-
tend in the longitudinal direction. Weight 30 is fitted to
first protrusion 11 or second protrusion 12 in a state in
which weight 30 is attached to first guide track 7. In golf
club head 100, a position at which weight 30 is fixed is
changed in the longitudinal direction intersecting with ball
striking face 1A, and the position of the center of gravity
of golf club head 100, and hence spin can be adjusted.
[0055] Second protrusion 12 is spaced from first pro-
trusion 11 in the longitudinal direction. The distance L5
in the longitudinal direction between first protrusion 11
and second protrusion 12 is equal to or larger than the
first width W1 of weight 30. Therefore, weight 30 attached
to first guide track 7 is moved along first protrusion 11 or
second protrusion 12, and thus disposed between first
protrusion 11 and second protrusion 12 in the longitudinal
direction and released from a state in which weight 30 is
fitted to first protrusion 11 or second protrusion 12, and
weight 30 is thus easily removed from first guide track 7.
Similarly, when weight 30 is attached to first guide track
7, weight 30 is disposed between first protrusion 11 and
second protrusion 12 in the longitudinal direction and
subsequently moved along and fitted to first protrusion
11 or second protrusion 12, and thus easily attached to
first guide track 7. That is, golf club head 100 allows
weight 30 to be attached to and detached from first guide
track 7 without assembling or disassembling weight 30.
[0056] Further, first protrusion 11 in the longitudinal di-
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rection has one end connected to third inner peripheral
surface 73 and second protrusion 12 in the longitudinal
direction has the other end connected to fourth inner pe-
ripheral surface 74. This allows weight 30 to be fixed in
first guide track 7 at opposite ends in the longitudinal
direction. That is, a maximum range in which a position
at which weight 30 is fixed can be changed is equal to
an entire length of first guide track 7 in the longitudinal
direction. As a result, when golf club head 100 is com-
pared with the conventional golf club head described
above, the former can have a center of gravity adjusted
in a wider range and hence allows spin to be adjusted in
a wider range.
[0057] In golf club head 100, the longitudinal direction
of first guide track 7 intersects with ball striking face 1A.
The distance h5 in the depthwise direction between first
protrusion 11 and bottom surface 75 is equal to the dis-
tance h7 in the depthwise direction between second pro-
trusion 12 and bottom surface 75, and the distance h6 in
the depthwise direction between first protrusion 11 and
sole surface 3A is smaller than the distance h8 in the
depthwise direction between second protrusion 12 and
sole surface 3A.
[0058] In other words, when golf club head 100 is in
the above-defined placed state, a maximum level of sec-
ond protrusion 12 with respect to the horizontal plane is
higher than that of first protrusion 11 with respect to the
horizontal plane. Therefore, when weight 30 fixed at the
end of first guide track 7closer to back 6 is compared with
weight 30 fixed at the end of first guide track 7closer to
face 1, the former is at a higher level with respect to the
horizontal plane than the latter is.
[0059] This can increase a difference between a center
of gravity of golf club head 100 with weight 30 fixed at
the end of first guide track 7 closer to back 6 and a center
of gravity of golf club head 100 with weight 30 fixed at
the end of first guide track 7 closer to face 1. As a result,
golf club head 100 allows spin to be adjusted in a wider
range.
[0060] First guide track 7 of golf club head 100 further
includes third protrusion 13 and fourth protrusion 14 in
addition to first protrusion 11 and second protrusion 12.
When weight 30 is attached to first guide track 7, weight
30 is further fitted to third protrusion 13 or fourth protru-
sion 14. Therefore, golf club head 100 fixes weight 30 in
first guide track 7 more firmly than when first guide track
7 only has first protrusion 11 and second protrusion 12
and weight 30 is only fitted to first protrusion 11 or second
protrusion 12. Further, golf club head 100 has third pro-
trusion 13 and fourth protrusion 14 with a distance ther-
ebetween in the longitudinal direction equal to or larger
than the first width W1 of weight 30, and thus allows
weight 30 to be attached to and detached from first guide
track 7 without assembling or disassembling weight 30.
[0061] Sole 3 of golf club head 100 further has second
guide track 8 formed thereon in addition to first guide
track 7. Weight 30 can also be accommodated in and
attached to and detached from second guide track 8.

When such golf club head 100 is compared with a golf
club head with first guide track 7 formed alone, the former
allows a center of gravity to be positionally adjusted in a
wider range than the latter.
[0062] Sole 3 of golf club head 100 further has formed
thereon first track 9 recessed with respect to sole surface
3A. First track 9 is located closer to face 1 than first guide
track 7 is, and extends in the toe-heel direction. There-
fore, face 1 of golf club head 100 is more flexible than
when first track 9 is not formed. As a result, when golf
club head 100 strikes a ball, face 1 can have a natural
frequency set in a range that is not too low from the view-
point of feel at impact and is not too high from the view-
point of coefficient of restitution. Golf club head 100 thus
coestablishes both a good feel at impact and a high co-
efficient of restitution.
[0063] Golf club head 100 may further include projec-
tion 40 that is accommodated inside first track 9 and fixed
to a region opposite to first guide track 7 in the longitudinal
direction of first guide track 7. When face 1 of such a golf
club head 100 is compared with that of a golf club head
without projection 40, the former has a higher natural
frequency than the latter and hence provides a better feel
at impact than the latter.
[0064] Golf club head 100 further includes hosel 20
formed integrally with main body 10 and connected to
club shaft 110. Sole 3 further has formed thereon second
track 21 recessed with respect to sole surface 3A. Sec-
ond track 21 is spaced from first guide track 7, second
guide track 8 and first track 9, and arranged to overlap
hosel 20 in the depthwise direction.
[0065] Such a golf club head 100 allows that end of
club shaft 110 connected to hosel 20 to be disposed in-
side second track 21. This facilitates attachment/detach-
ment of that end of club shaft 110 inside second track 21
to/from a fixing member (not shown) for fixing club shaft
110 to golf club head 100. Furthermore, second track 21
is spaced from first guide track 7, second guide track 8
and first track 9, and when this is compared with second
track 21 in communication with at least one of first guide
track 7, second guide track 8 and first track 9, the former
suppresses reduction in rigidity of sole 3 more than the
latter.
[0066] In golf club head 100, a distance in the toe-heel
direction between first guide track 7 and second guide
track 8 gradually decreases as the tracks are farther away
from ball striking face 1A in the direction intersecting with
ball striking face 1A. In other words, first and second
guide tracks 7 and 8 have their respective longitudinal
directions intersecting with each other. From a different
point of view, first and second guide tracks 7 and 8 have
their respective longitudinal directions intersecting with
respect to the face-back direction perpendicular to ball
striking face 1A. Therefore, first and second guide tracks
7 and 8 of golf club head 100 each have an entire longi-
tudinal length larger than those of first and second guide
tracks 7 and 8 having their respective longitudinal direc-
tions along the face-back direction. As a result, golf club
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head 100 has a center of gravity adjusted in a wider range
than a golf club head having first and second guide tracks
7 and 8 with their respective longitudinal directions along
the face-back direction does.
[0067] The height h2 of back 6 with respect to the hor-
izontal plane in the above-defined placed state is smaller
than a half the maximum height h1 of golf club head 100
with respect to the horizontal plane. Golf club head 100
has first guide track 7 such that first guide track 7 in the
longitudinal direction does not have an end formed as an
opening, and golf club head 100 is thus suitable for a golf
club head having such a shallow back shape as de-
scribed above.

<Modification>

[0068] Note that insofar as weight 30 can be fixed at
opposite ends of first guide track 7 in the longitudinal
direction, one end of first protrusion 11 in the longitudinal
direction may be spaced from third inner peripheral sur-
face 73 in the longitudinal direction, and the other end of
second protrusion 12 in the longitudinal direction may be
spaced from fourth inner peripheral surface 74 in the lon-
gitudinal direction. In that case, a distance in the longi-
tudinal direction between the one end of first protrusion
11 in the longitudinal direction and third inner peripheral
surface 73 that is shorter than a distance in the longitu-
dinal direction between the other end of first protrusion
11 in the longitudinal direction and one end of second
protrusion 12 in the longitudinal direction and shorter than
a width of weight 30 in the longitudinal direction, suffices.
[0069] While golf club head 100 has first guide track 7
having a longitudinal direction intersecting with ball strik-
ing face 1A, this is not exclusive. Golf club head 100 may
have first guide track 7 having a longitudinal direction in
the toe-heel direction. This case also allows a position
at which a weight is fixed to be changed in the direction
in which first guide track 7 extends, and can thus change
spin (fade and draw in particular).
[0070] While golf club head 100 has first track 9 and
second track 21 spaced from each other, this is not ex-
clusive. Second track 21 may be connected to first track
9. In other words, a portion of first track 9 closer to heel
4 may overlap hosel 20 in the depthwise direction.
[0071] Golf club head 100 with sole 3 at least having
first guide track 7 formed thereon suffices, and sole 3
may not have second guide track 8 formed thereon.
[0072] Sole 3 of golf club head 100 may have second
guide track 8 replaced with a guide track having a struc-
ture different from first guide track 7. For example, the
guide track may have the same configuration as a guide
track of the conventional golf club head described above,
and may have one end opened in a direction in which
the guide track extends.
[0073] While golf club head 100 shown in Figs. 1 to 9
is configured as a wood type golf club head, this is not
exclusive, and the golf club head of the present embod-
iment is also applicable to a utility golf club head.

[0074] While the present invention has been described
in embodiments, it should be understood that the em-
bodiments disclosed herein are illustrative and non-re-
strictive in any respect. The scope of the present inven-
tion is defined by the terms of the claims, and is intended
to include any modifications within the meaning and
scope equivalent to the terms of the claims.

Claims

1. A golf club head (100) comprising:

a main body (10); and
at least one weight (30) attached to and de-
tached from the main body,
the main body including a face (1) having a ball
striking face (1A), and a sole (3) connected to
the face and having a sole surface (3A) brought
into contact with the ground when striking a ball,
the sole having formed thereon at least one
guide track (7) recessed with respect to the sole
surface and having a longitudinal direction and
a lateral direction in a plan view,
the at least one weight being fixed inside the at
least one guide track,
the at least one guide track including an attach-
ment/detachment region (17) in which the at
least one weight is moved in a depthwise direc-
tion with respect to the sole surface and at-
tached/detached, and a first fixing region (15)
and a second fixing region (16) in which the at
least one weight is moved in the longitudinal di-
rection and fixed,
the first and second fixing regions being ar-
ranged to be continuous to the attachment/de-
tachment region in the longitudinal direction and
also sandwich the attachment/detachment re-
gion,
the first fixing region having one end of the at
least one guide track in the longitudinal direction,
the second fixing region having another end of
the at least one guide track in the longitudinal
direction.

2. The golf club head according to claim 1, wherein
the at least one guide track has a first inner peripheral
surface (71) extending in the longitudinal direction,
a first protrusion (11) and a second protrusion (12)
protruding with respect to the first inner peripheral
surface and extending in the longitudinal direction,
a second inner peripheral surface (72) extending in
the longitudinal direction and facing the first inner
peripheral surface in the lateral direction, a third inner
peripheral surface (73) and a fourth inner peripheral
surface (74) extending in the lateral direction and
facing each other in the longitudinal direction, and a
third protrusion (13) and a fourth protrusion (14) pro-
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truding with respect to the second inner peripheral
surface and extending in the longitudinal direction,
the first protrusion and the second protrusion are
spaced from each other in the longitudinal direction,
the third protrusion is spaced from the first protrusion
in the lateral direction, the fourth protrusion is spaced
from the second protrusion in the lateral direction
and spaced from the third protrusion in the longitu-
dinal direction,
the first fixing region has the first protrusion and the
third protrusion,
the second fixing region has the second protrusion
and the fourth protrusion, the at least one weight has
a first recess (30B) that is fitted to the first protrusion
when the at least one weight is fixed in the first fixing
region and that is fitted to the second protrusion when
the at least one weight is fixed in the second fixing
region, and a second recess (30D) that is fitted to
the third protrusion when the at least one weight is
fixed in the first fixing region and that is fitted to the
fourth protrusion when the at least one weight is fixed
in the second fixing region,
the attachment/detachment region is located in the
longitudinal direction between the first protrusion
and the second protrusion and between the third pro-
trusion and the fourth protrusion, and
a distance (L5) in the longitudinal direction between
the first protrusion and the second protrusion and a
distance in the longitudinal direction between the
third protrusion and the fourth protrusion are equal
to or larger than a width (W1) of the at least one
weight in the longitudinal direction.

3. The golf club head according to claim 2, wherein
the first protrusion and the third protrusion each have
in the longitudinal direction one end connected to
the third inner peripheral surface, and
the second protrusion and the fourth protrusion each
have in the longitudinal direction one end connected
to the fourth inner peripheral surface.

4. The golf club head according to claim 2 or 3, wherein
the longitudinal direction is a direction intersecting
with the ball striking face, and
a distance (h6) between the first protrusion and the
sole surface is smaller than a distance (h8) between
the second protrusion and the sole surface in the
depthwise direction.

5. The golf club head according to any one of claims 1
to 4, wherein
the sole further has formed thereon a first track (9)
recessed with respect to the sole surface and located
closer to the face than the at least one guide track is,
the first track extends in a toe-heel direction and has
an inner peripheral surface (91) on a side of the at
least one guide track, and
a region of the inner peripheral surface of the first

track that is opposite to the at least one guide track
projects toward the face as compared with another
region of the inner peripheral surface.

6. The golf club head according to claim 5, further com-
prising a hosel (20) formed integrally with the main
body and connected to a club shaft, wherein
the sole further has formed thereon a second track
(21) recessed with respect to the sole surface, and
the second track is spaced from the first track and
the at least one guide track and formed to overlap
the hosel in the depthwise direction.

7. The golf club head according to any one of claims 1
to 6, wherein
the at least one guide track includes a first guide
track (7) and a second guide track (8) spaced from
each other in a toe-heel direction, and
a spacing in the toe-heel direction between the first
guide track and the second guide track gradually de-
creases as the first guide track and the second guide
track are farther away from the ball striking face.

8. The golf club head according to any one of claims 1
to 7, further comprising a back (6), wherein when the
golf club head is placed on a horizontal plane, the
back has with respect to the horizontal plane a height
(h2) smaller than a half of a maximum height (h1) of
the golf club head with respect to the horizontal
plane.

9. A golf club, comprising
a club shaft (110);
a grip (120) attached to one end of the club shaft; and
a golf club head according to any one of claims 1 to
8 attached to another end of the club shaft opposite
to the grip.
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